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Chem 201 lecture #18       
 
Administrative:    
(1) return Test#2:  
Class average = 52 ± 23;  high = 99;   
A ≥ 80;  B≥ 70;  C ≥ 50; D≥ 35 
 
(2) Tomorrow: Movie-An Inconvenient Truth  
Friday at 8:15-10am,  PS158 
 You are invited. It is optional   
(try to come if you haven’t seen it yet.) 
 
Consider the separation of A from B  
in a mixture of A + B (see right): 
 
(discuss rule of thumb: “Like dissolves like”) 
 

 

 
Dependent on both rates at which these bands travel  

and distribute between  phases.   

i.e. need consider partition coeff. K 

Here, bands A and B can be separated and collected 

and detected.  

- both band separation and band broadening.   

Conditions usually chosen to optimize both such 

that:    band separation    >    band broadening.   
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For analyte,  A, we can write: 

 Amobile <==> Astationary 

 The equilibrium constant,  K, for this the 

partition coefficient   defined as: 

 K = cs/cM 

Typical chromatogram for a single analyte  has 
parameters:  
 
Note: retention time, tR.   and for unretained species 
it is called tM. 
 

 
 
adjusted retention time: tR’ =  tR - tM  
 
relative retention for any 2 components: 
also known as selectivity factor 
 
a = tR2’/ tR1’  such that a >1   
(greater a =>more separation) 
 
 
capacity factor, k’ = tR’/tM =( tR - tM) / tM . 
 
significance of k’:  
 
k’= (time solute spends in stationary phase) 
       (time solute spends in mobile phase) 
 
or, k’ = moles in stationary  =   ns  

moles in mobile   nM 
 
but K = Cs/CM = (ns/Vs) / (nM/VM)  =  (ns/nM)(VM/Vs) 
 
K=k’(VM/Vs) or,     k’ = K(Vs/Vm)  
 
And also: a = tR2’/ tR1’ = k2’/k1’ = K2/K1 
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Retention volume: VR = tR uV  (uV =vol.flow rate)  
Load capacity:  for preparatory purposes,  
need larger loads: 
 
Large load  = {  large column radius  }2 
Small load   small column radius 
 
(dependent on cross sectional area.  A=πr2) 
 
since V a t:   k’ = ( tR - tM) / tM = (VR-VM)/VM 
 
 
Average linear rate of analyte migration v is  
 v =   L     where L = length of column 
packing 
         tR 
Similarly, average rate of motion of mobile phase is 
u: u =    L     
           tM 
Column efficiency described in terms of height 

equivalent of the theoretical plates ,  H. 

“Divide” column into N theoretical plates of height 

H.   Hence NH = L = length of column packing (in 

cm).   i.e  H =   L    .  

    N 
 The smaller H is, the more efficient  the column is.     
Or,  the larger N is, the more efficient the column is.  
 

Model of theoretical plates predicts: 

peaks are Gaussian in shape.  This is borne out by expt  

in most applic'ns of chromat.  

 

 

 

 

 

In exp’tal setting, we measure signal vs time(or volume eluted) 

 and not signal vs distance. The chromatogram may be: 
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Theory: H is defined as:  H = s2/L where s  is standard 

deviation  of peak.   s2= variance at the end of the column. 

So we can write:  H = (w/4)2/L   ; 

Since NH =L  :  N = L/H or, 

N = 16 L2   (N=# theoretical plates;  

        w2         L = length of column bed) 
 

But with time as the x-axis,   H = 16 (tR/w)2 

 
If peaks are wide:  use w1/2 , use:  N = 5.55 tR

2    
               w1/2

2    
Practical advice:   

From chromatogram measure:    

tR (or VR)  ;  w (basewidth of peak)  

or w1/2 (width at half max).   

From these we can calculate  

N and then from N and L, get H:   

If we know N, we can know H:  H = L/N 
 
Resolution is a measure of how well two or  
more bands can be separated from each other.   
It is given by the following: 
   
Rs = (tRB - tRA)  /  wave  = ∆tR / wave   
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Theoretically,  resolution is proportional to √N : 
 
R = √N (g-1) 
         4 
 
If you want to increase  R, you can increase  N. 
For example to double R:  
 
  R2   = √ N2   =  2    =>   N2    = 4;  N2 =  4  N1 ! 
   R1 √ N1      N1 
(you have to quadruple the length of the column!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Van Deemter Equation: 
plate  
height 
 

H = A + B/ux + Cux 
 
 
Multiple    longitudinal  equilibration  
Paths  diffusion time 
Compare LC with GC:  (LC= liquid chr;  GC=gas chr) 
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Kinetic variables affect band broadening:   
 
A = multiple paths, minimized by:  

-making particles uniform in size and shape  
-making them as small as possible.   
(ultimate sol’n: get rid of particles and have  
open tubublar column: paths all same and A = O.   
types: WCOT (Wall coated open tubular col.),  
SCOT (surface coated open tubular column) a 
PLOT (porous layer open tubular column).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Effect of particle size with plate height: 
 

 
 

 
Open tubular columns are practical  
for gas chrom. (GC) 
  
 
 
 

 


